GOREY TRASH TALK
Halloween is upon us! So some Gore is in order.
No, not that kind, you ghouls, the Frank Gore
kind. With 134 more yards, Frank will move ahead
of Barry Sanders and into third place on the all
time NFL rushing list. That is saying something,
and when he does, either this Sunday or next, he
will trail only Walter Payton and Emmitt Smith.
Not altogether impossible that Gore catches
Payton if he remains this productive for another
couple of seasons, although that seems unlikely.
Emmitt Smith he will never touch. Still, pretty
amazing and long career for Gore.
Alright, so Gore will start his charge at home
in Buffalo against the Eagles, and as bad as the
Eagles have been lately, Buffalo may be a
surprisingly big test for them. The Vikes
already slayed the hapless Skins behind another
huge game by Kirk Cousins. The Chargers at
Chicago may be interesting, the Bolts are not as
bad as their record looks, but their O-Line is
terrible and they are mistake prone.
Frankly, Arizona at Saints may be one of the
more interesting games of the week. Cards are
improbably at .500 on the year and clearly
improving. But the Superdome is a rough place to
play, and the Nawlins’ defense is really good;
take the Saints. A resurgent Carolina, behind
Kyle Allen instead of the erratic Cam Newton
visits the Niners. Don’t sleep on the Panthers,
and it may not be easy, but the Niners and Jimmy
G look good to stay undefeated. The Brownies
visit Foxborough, Bill Bel, Brady and the boys.
Upset in the air? Likely not.
The best game, by far, on tap is the SNF matchup
of the Packers at the Chefs. Pat Mahomes is
ruled out for the game, but Matt Moore is a more
than competent backup. Green Bay is starting to
put things together on offense after a dodgy
start to the season. Davante Adams is improving
quickly from his bad turf toe injury, but is
still likely out for the Pack. If the game was
at Lambeau instead of Arrowhead, maybe a

different bet, but this looks like a pick-em to
me.
In the college ranks, Wisconsin put up a dud
last time out, and already has a loss going into
Ohio State. Make that two losses after today.
Auburn at LSU may be the game of the day. Go
figure, but LSU quarterback Joe Burrow is a
legitimate Heisman candidate so far. Auburn is
really good, but, man, I am not voting against
the Tigers in Baton Rouge. Notre Dame visits Ann
Arbor and that Harbaugh guy. I dunno, the Irish
just seem like a better team right now. ASU,
coming off of a truly ugly loss at Utah, is in
Los Angeles to take on UCLA. This is the time of
year ASU always goes downhill, and they probably
will today against the Bruins.
The Astros, after one of the worst weeks
imaginable for a World Series team, broke
through with a win last night in DC. Can they
make it two in a row and even the series against
the Natinals tonight? Houston has Jose Urquidy
going against Pat Corbin for the Natinals.
Corbin was here with the DBacks the last few
years, and he is a sneaky good pitcher, so I
like Washington’s chances to move to 3-1 on the
Series.
Music today by the incomparable Elton John.
People don’t usually think of him so much as a
live rock act as opposed to just a huge
celebrity. I first saw him in the late 70’s, and
can easily attest he is one of the greatest rock
performers ever. Just incredible. This cut is
from 2003 in Hamburg.

